The digital medical images in real world are intensity images that carry less information, more noise, less resolution and poor illumination levels. In such cases the existing retrieval system fails in retrieving the relevant images. This is because the chosen similarity features in those systems are not effective for the above types of image retrieval. To address these issues the
present paper proposed new similarity texture feature derived from the novel idea of Basic Texture Unit (BTU), Reduced Texture Unit (RTU) and Fuzzy based Texture Unit (FTU). The Texture Unit (TU) extracts textural information of an image with a more complete respect of texture characteristics in all the eight directions instead of only one displacement vector. In most of the real images two neighboring pixel may not have the same value due to the different processes of capture, illumination levels, poor resolutions or digitations. This criterion is met in the proposed BTS, RTS and FTS derived from BTU, RTU and FTU respectively. The BTU, RTU and FTU gives only ternary, binary and five values respectively to a texture element and TU ranges 0 to 6561, 0 to 255 and 0 to 2020 respectively. The similarity features are extracted on BTU, RTU and FTU schemes and a good comparison is made. The experimental results on MRI and Orthopedics images indicate reliability, feasibility and efficacy of the proposed methods.
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